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We investigate the basic question of information theory, namely, evaluation of Shannon
entropy, and a more general Renyi entropy, for some discrete distributions (e.g., binomial,
negative binomial, etc.). We aim at establishing analytic methods (Le., those in which
complex analysis plays a pivotal role) for such computations which often yield estimates of
unparalleled precision. The main analytic tool used here is that of analytic poissonization
and depoissonization. We illustrate our approach on the entropy evaluation of the binomial
distribution, that is, we prove that [or Binomial(n, p) distribution the entropy hn becomes
h n ::=::: ~ In n+ ~+ln J21rp(1 p)+ L:k>l akn-k where ak are explicitly computable constants.
Moreover, we shall argue that analytic methods (e.g., complex asymptotics such as Rice's
method and singularity analysis, Mellin transforms, poissonization and depoissoni7.ation)
can offer new tools for information theory, especially for studying second-order asymptotics
(e.g., for code redundancy). In fact, in recent years there has been a resurgence of interest
and a few successful applications of analytic methods to a variety of problems of information
theory, therefore, we we coin the term analytic information theory for such investigations.
Key Words: Shannon entropy, Renyi entropy, discrete distributions, analytic poissoniza-
tion and depoissonization, formal power series, binomial sums.
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Information theory celebrates its 50-th birthday. Although it is a mature area of research
by any standard, new challenges arise due to new applications and new theoretical de-
velopments. In the 1997 Shannon Lecture Jacob Ziv presented compelling arguments for
"backing off" to a certain degree from the first-order asymptotic analysis of information sys-
tems in order to predict the behavior of real systems where we always face finite, and often
small, lengths (of sequences, files, codes, etc.) One way of overcoming these difficulties is to
increase the accuracy of asymptotic analysis by replacing first-order analysis by full asymp-
totic expansions and more accurate analysis. To accomplish this goal we explore problems
of information theory by analytic methods, that IS, those in which complex analysis plays
a pivotal role. As argued by Andrew Odlyzko [26]: "Analytic methods are extremely pow-
erful and when they apply, they often yield estimates of unparalleled precision." Certainly,
analytic methods were used before in information theory, notably in coding and signal pro-
cessing. Our goal, however, is to bring to information theory new tools of the analysis of
algorithms (initiated by D.E. Knuth [18J and further developed by Flajolet and his collabo-
rators [9, 29, 33]) such as: generating functions, differential-functional equations, complex
asymptotics, Mellin transforms, poissonization and depoissollization, etc. In recent years
there has been a resurgence of interest and a few successful applications of analytic methods
to a variety of problems on words (strings, sequences) that are at the core of information
theory. Among others we mention here: analysis of Lcmpcl-Ziv data compression schemes,
(cf. [13, 14, 16, 21, 22, 23]), channel and source coding (cf. [19, 31, 32]); conflict resolu-
tion algorithms for multiaccess communication~ (cf. [6, 7, 25, 28, 30]); digital trees and
their applications (cf. [12, 14, 15, 24, 29]); self-similar traffic with long-range dependence
in computer networks (cf. [11]), and so forth.
Analytic number theory was born in 1896 when independently Hadamard and de la
Vallee-Poussin proved the prime number theon) through a sophisticated application of com-
plex analysis methods. Analytic average-case analysis of algorithms started more than
thirty years ago by Knuth who used systematically generating functions to predict the
performance of computer algorithms. Flajolet, Odlyzko and Sedgewick launched analytic
combinatorics by applying Mellin transform and the singularity analysis to combinatorial
problems. In all of the above cases, theory of analytic functions was used to solve problems
of diversified areas of science and engineering. In view of this, it is natural to coin the term
analytic infonnation theon) to describe problems of information theory that are solved by
analytic methods, that is, those in which complex analysis plays a pivotal role.
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In this paper, we address a basic question of information theory, namely, a precise
evaluation of Shannon entropy as well as a more general Renyi entropy [27] defined as
hn(w) = ~ln (LP~'k) ,
1 W 1.:2:0
(1)
where Pn,k is a sequence of discrete distributions taking value k for the nth distribution.
Of course, Shannon entropy hn is the limiting case of Renyi entropy, namely: hn =
liIIlw_n hn(w). We provide here an analytic method to evaluate Shannon and Renyi en-
tropy for a class of discrete distributions, however, we illustrate most of our analysis on the
binomial distribution Pn,k = G)pk(I - p)n-k. The following quite imprecise bound on the
binomial distribution's entropy (for p = 1/2) ! In(7I"n/2) ::; h n ::; ~ In(7I"cn/2) is often used
in the literature (cf. [3]), but it is known (cf. [10]) that the upper bound is asymptotically
accurate. We concluded that a more precise asymptotic approximation of the entropy for
discrete distributions is quite desirable (d. [10]). Thus, we present here various asymptotic
approximations for Shannon and Renyi entropy. For example, for a class of discrete distri~
butions Pn,k that can be approximated by the normal distribution with variance na2 > 0
when n -+ 00, we shall show that (d. Theorem 1):
The above formula is only a first-order asymptotic approximation, and we have a more
ambitious goal of deriving a full asymptotic expansion of hn(w) for a class of discrete
distributions. For example, for the binomial distribution we shall prove that (cf. Theorem 2)
1 1/ "akhn ::=::: -lnn+ - +lnV21rp(l-p) + LJ k
2 2 k2:1n
where ak are explicitly computable constants (see also [17]).
This paper aims at presenting analytic tools to compute a full asymptotic expansion
for entropy-like sums that often arise in information theory. Throughout, we shall usc
repeatedly analytic poissonization and depoissonization. Poissonization is an applied prob-
ability tool that replaces a deterministic input, say n, by a Poisson process N with mean
z = n and assuming z to be a complex variable. Here, we use analytic poissonization that
maps a sequence 971 into the Poisson transform G(z) = 2:712:0971 ~~ e-Z which is next ana-
lyticly depoissonize to recover asymptotics of the original sequence 971' This turns out to
be a good approach to some problems (of combinatorics, analysis of algorithms, applied
probability, etc.) in which poissonization removes some "tricky statistical dependence"
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(cf. [2]). Recently, analy~ic poissonization and depoissonization were used in the analysis
of algorithms (c.g., [18, 24, 15, 28]), performance evaluation of Lempel-Ziv schemes (cf.
[21, 22, 23, 14]), and we use it here to es~imate the entropy. In fact, we extend the pois-
sonizationfdepoissonization method in two directions. First of all, in Theorem 4 we show
how to estimate asymptotically ~hc Poisson transform without computing it explicitly (the
situation that occurs qui~e often in practice). Secondly, in Lemma 1 we prove that for
sequences of a polynomial growth, the depoissoniza~ionholds au~omatically (so we do no~
need to verify some~imes cumbersome depoissonization conditions).
We believe the main con~ribu~ion of this paper is of a me~hodological na~ure, no~ in
terms of ~he ob~ained results. Therefore, our presenta~ionis centered around the methodol-
ogy of computations. In the next section, we propose a first order approximation for Renyi
entropies of some discre~e distributions using a simple asymp~otic ~ool. Then, we use ana-
lytic poissoniza~ionfdepoissonizationme~hod in order ~o ob~ain a full asymp~otic expansion
for Shannon entropy of the binomial distribution. In concluding remarks we show how ~o
apply our tool to entropy evaluation of some other distributions (e.g., the negative binomial
distribution) and en~ropy-likesums (e.g., the redundancy of predicting the (n+ l)st symbol
in a random sequence).
2 First Order Asymptotics
Let us start with a first-order approximation of Renyi entropy for a class of sequences of
discrete dis~ributionPn,k satisfying the following ~wo assumptions:
(AI) Let nn and na2 be ~he mean and the variance of the distribution Pn,k, where a: and
a 2 > 0 are some constants. We postulate tha~ for k = nO' + x.[ii as n --+ 00
(2)
where x = o(nk), that is, Pn,k converges with rate O(x3n-1/ 2 ) to the normal distri-
bution with mean nO:' and variance na2 .
(A2) For anye > 0 and complex w such ~ha~ W:(w) > 0 ~he following holds:
L P~,k = o(n-(W-l)/2)
Ik-nal>n1+~
as n -4 00.
4
(3)
Under these assumptions, we can evaluate Renyi entropy of order w. For any a< c < ~,
exp ((1 - w)hr1 (w)) = L P~,k + o(n-(W-l)/2)
Ik-naISn!+c
( ( ')) 1 /"'+. nc_ 1 + 0 n-2+e- e-~dy + o(n-(w-l)/2X4)(21rna2)w/2 _n!+c
_ (1 +0 (n-J+')) 1 /00 e-'~';'dy+o(n-(W-l)/2) (5)(21rna2)w/2 -00
1 _ , (1 + 0 (n-J+')) + 0(n-(w-11/2)
JW(21rna2 ) 2
where (4) follows directly from the Euler-Maclaurin formula (cf. [18]) and (5) is a conse-
quence of the following well known approximation (cr. [26])
lOCI :I/e- tx2 dx = 0 (e-t I02 )
for any k, where () is a positive number. In order to recover asymptotically Shannon entropy
hn we either repeat the above derivations or apply Cauchy's formula
h" ~ _1 f h"(w) w.u
21Ti 1-w
to the above expression, where the integration is on any loop encircling w = l.
In fact, the latter derivation shows the power of analytic methods and provides an
interesting insights. Since hn(w) is an analytic function for w i= 1, its asymptotic around
w = 1 can be extended to the asymptotic for w = 1 leading to an asymptotic evaluation
of Shannon entropy. Indeed, it follows directly from the Cauchy formula and the above
estimate of hn(w) for w # 1, namely
__1 f In (w-J(2nna2)-"T') _1 f 0(1)
h" - 2· ( (1)2 w.u + 2· 1 w.u .t7l" -w t1T-W
In summary, we just proved:
Theorem 1 Under assumptions (AJ) and (A2) the Re.nyi entropy of order w attains the
following first orde7· asymptotic
( ' 2 --')In w-'2(21l"na )- ,-
h"(w) = + 0(1)l-w
In particular, Shannon entropy becomes (as W -l- 1)
h" = ~ Inn+ ~ (1 + In(2na2») + 0(1)




Let us illustrate the above result on two distributions, namely:
• Bjnomial distribution defined for k = 0, I, ... ,n
with mean= np and variance= npq. Throughout the paper we write q := 1 - p.
Observe that assumptions (AI)-(A2) hold since a random variable having a binomial
distribution is a sum of n i.i.d. Bernoulli distributed random variables.
• Negative binomial distribution defined for for n ;::: 1 and k :2. n as
with mean= njp and variance= nqjp2 (and, of course, q = 1 - p). This distribution
also satisfies (AI)-(A2) since a random variables representing such a distribution is a
sum of n i.i.d. geometrically distributed random variables.
Corollary 1 The Renyi entropy of order w for the binomial distribution and the negative
binomial distribution becomes for any f; > 0, respectively,
while Shannon entropy becomes, respectively,
as n --l- 00.
3 Full Asymptotic Expansions
In the previous section, we derived a first order asymptotic expansion for the Renyi entropy
of order w as well as for Shannon entropy. We used a very simple asymptotic technique (cf.
[26]): Indeed, after observing that all terms of the sum involved in the Rcnyi entropy are
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positive, they are concentrated around certain maximum value, and decay exponentially
fast when away from this maximum value, we estimated the sum by the Gaussian integral
around the maximum value. This gives us the leading term of the asymptotic expansion,
but an extension to a full a"iymptotic expansion is quite troublesome by this technique, if
possible at all.
In this section, we propose a new technique that will lead to a full asymptotic expansion
of entropy-like sums (cf. Sections 4 and 5 for more detailed statements). This method is
based on an application of our recent results from [15] concerning analytic depoissonization.
In this paper, we present a full asymptotic expansion of Shannon entropy for the binomial
distribution, that is, we analyze
h - ~ (n) kn-k, ((n) kn-k)n--LJ k pq n k pq
k=O
for large n. We summarize our findings in the following theorem that is proved in Section 3.
Theorem 2 Shannon entropy, hn, of the binomial distribution possesses the following
asymptotic expansion
1 1 1
hn " 2" In n + 2" + 2"ln(2"pq) (8)
= 1 (B cpl - 2m + ql-2m - I) ) = e+ ,,__ 2m +0 + '"~
;;:1 n 2m- I 2m(2m -1) m;;:. n 2m
where B k are the Bernoulli numbers (ef. (28)), q = 1 - p, and
Om = ~ [(_1)2m+i(2m + i - 2)! {pi-2m (Ci,2m+iCP) + ~(4m + 2i - 3)Ci,2m+i-I(P»)
+ ql-2m (Ci'2m+i(Q) + ~(4m + 2i - 3)Ci,2m+i-l (q») }
m-l (-1)2d+iB2(m_d) (2m + i - 2)! ( I-2m I-2m J]
+ E (2(m - d»! P Ci,2d+iCP) + q Ci,2d+i(q),
em - f= [(_1)2m+i-I(2m +i - 2)! {p2m (Ci,2m+i+ICP) + ~(4m + 2i -1)Ci,2m+iCP»)
~=1
+ q2m (Ci'2m+i+t(q) + ~(4m + 2i - I)Ci,2m+i(q») }
m-l (-1)2d+i+ IB 2(m_d)(2m+i -1)! ( 2m I-2m J]
+ E (2(m - d»! p Ci,2d+iCP) + q Ci,2d+i(Q).
7
In the above, ct,k") are Taylor's coefficients of the following function
00 00
cxp (x In (1 + A(eY - 1)) - AXY) = L: L: C;,k(A)xiyk,
i=l k=2i
where in the above A is either equal to p or to q.
3.1 Starting the Derivations
Observe that the formula on hn can be re-written as follows:
hn - -In(n!) -n(plnp+qlnq)
+ :t In(k!) (n)pkqn-k +:t In((n - k)!) (n)pkqn_k .~o k k~ k
We must evaluate the last two sums in order to obtain precise asymptotics. Let
9n ,~ :t In(k!) (~)pkqn-k +:t In((n - k)l) (~)pkqn-k ,
k=O 1.:=0




for z complex. We also use the following additional notation for the above Poisson transform
P(gn; z) ,~G(z).
We observe that "usually" the Poisson transform has a simpler form than the original
sequence (as in the case of Fourier or Laplace transforms). Indeed, after multiplying (11)
by znIn! and summlng up we quickly arrive at the following simple formula
where
G(z) ~ F(zp) + F(zq) (12)
_ 00 zn
F(z) ~ L: In(n!),e-' . (13)
n=O n.
This can be compared with (10).
We now want to recover gn from its Poisson transform (12). This is called depoissoniza-
tion, and we denote this inverse operation as p-l (G(z); n) := gn- Thus, from the analysis
presented so far we conclude that:
hn ~ -In(n!) - n(plnp + qlnq) +p-1 (F(zp) + F(zq);n) (14)
Before we complete the evaluation of !tn, we discuss below some depoissonization results
from [15J as well as their generalizations.
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3.2 Going into Complex Analysis
Let us consider a general situation. Assume a sequence, say gn, is given, and its Poisson
transform is G(z). We want to know simple conditions iunder which gn .-v G(n) holds for
n -jo 00. This is likely to happen since G(n) = E[gN] where N is a Poisson random variable
with mean n, and E[·] denotes the expectation operator. Indeed, since N is concentrated
around its mean, one may expect that E[gN] .-v gn. We actually would like to know a full
asymptotic expansion of gn in terms of G(n) and its derivatives.
The above problem was recently addressed in our paper [15] and we cite below one result
from it.
Theorem 3 (Jacquet and Szpankowski [15]) Consider a linear cone So = {z: larg(z)1 ~
9, 9 < 1r/2}. Let the following two conditions hold for some numbers A, B, R> 0 and
0' < 1 and f3:
(I) For z E S6
(15)
where 'lJ(x) is a slowly varying function, that is, such that for fixed t lim:&"~= ~?:? = 1
('.9., i1i(x) = In' x for some d > 0);
(0) For z outside the cone So, that is, for z ¢. So
Izl > R => IC(z)"1 ~ A,xp("lzl)
Then, for every nonnegative integer m
m i+m
gn ~ L L b'jn'C(j)(n) + O(nP-m-1ili(n))
,=0 j=O
m k




where GW(n) is thejth derivative ofG(z) at z = n, and bij are the coefficients ofexp(x In(l+
y) - xy) at xiyj, that is:
00 00L L b'jx'1! = ,xp(x In(1 + y) - xy) . (18)
1=0 j=o
such that bij = 0 for j < 2i. In fact, bij = S2(j, i)fj! where s2(n, k) are the associated
Stirling numbers of the first kind (cf. Comtet [4], pp. 295).
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Before we proceed, let us explain how one can derive formally (18) (see [15] for a rigorous
derivation of the error term). Observe that Taylor's expansion of G(z) around z = n
becomes
00 ()k
C(z) ~ L C(k)(n) z -,n .
/.:=0 k.
Let us now derive a formula on the coefficients bij without worrying about the series con-
vergence and the error term. For this we can apply the theory of formal power series viewed
as purely algebraic objects [34] (as opposed to their analytic theory needed to derive the
error term and the radius of convergence). Since we want to identify the coefficient at n i
and G{k}(n) we formally define xi = n i and yk := G(k}(n), rearrange the series, and extract
the coefficient at xiyk. We proceed as above to obtain
Thus,





gT< - n![zT<](ezG(z)) = n![zT<](e-YT<e(l+Y)Z) = (1 + y)ne-ny
exp(nln(l +y) -ny) whe,e yk = C(k)(n)
which is exactly (17) written in a more compact form. We shall use this formal serie..')
approach when seeking coefficients of power series_
We cannot apply directly Theorem 3 since in our case G(z) = F(zp) + F(zq) and we do
not have an explicit formula for F(z). Observe, however, that F(z) = P(ln(n!);z) and we
know asymptotic expansion for IT< = In(n!). Even more, we can analytically continued In
to an analytic function I(z) = lnr(z + 1) such that In = f(n). Observe also that to apply
(17) we need derivatives of F(z) at z = np and z = nq.
Motivated by the above considerations, let us consider a general setting. We derive below
an expansion of the Poisson transform G(z) = P(gn; z) as a function of the derivatives of
g(z) where g(z) is an analytic continuation of gn := g(n). In other words, we shall try to
find such coefficients, say aij, that
C(z) = L aijZig01 (z),
i,j~O
and then identify the error term.
Our plan now is as follows: In the theorem below we identify the coefficients aij as
Taylor's expansion of a certain explicitly given function. Then, computing G{/.:}(n) is a
matter of a simple algebra. Hence, by (17) of Theorem 3 we can recover asymptotically gn
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provided we can verify conditions (I) and (0). But, usually condition (I) will follow directly
from the form of g(z) (which is known explicitly in our case), and one only needs to verify
(0). We deal with condition (0) in Lemma 1 below.
We start with finding an asymptotic expression on G(z) knowing only asymptotic ex-
pansion for g(z). This is presented in the lemma below.
Theorem 4 Let g(z) be an analytic continuation of a sequence gn whose Poisson transform
is G(z), and such that g(z) = O(z.B) in a linear cone, where f3 is a constant. Then, for
every nonnegative integer m and complex w = >.Z for some constant>' (more generally:
w = 8(z)), as z ~ 00
m i+m
G(z) ~ L: L: Uij(A)Zig0l (W) + O(zp-m-l)
!=o ;=0
m •
- g(w) + L Lai,k+i(>.)ziik+i)(w) + O(z.B-m- 1 )
1.:=1 i=1
where aij()..) are coefficients of exp(x(eY - 1) - wy) at xiyj. More precisely: for).. = 1




and aij = 0 for j < 2i. In fact, aij = S2(j,i)fj! where S2(n,k) are the 2-associated Stirling
numbers of the second kind (cf. Comtet [4], pp. 222).
Remark. The above can be formally re-written as
G(z) = exp (z(eY - 1) - wy) whe,e
In addition,
(21)
G(')(z) = (eY - 1)' exp (z(eY -1) - wy) whe'e




Proof. We first identify the coefficients at Zi9U) (w) without worrying about the convergence
and the error term. Thus, we apply the formal series approach that leads to the following
~ ( )Z71 -z = ~ zn -z~ (j)( )(n-w)j
LJ 9 n 1e LJ Ie LJ 9 w .•
n=O n. n=O n. j=O J.
= =L: L: Uij(A)z'g(i)(w)
1=0 j=O
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where in the second equality we formally applied Taylor's series expansion of g(n) around
w, while the last line is a consequence of a re-arrangement of coefficients (i.e., expanding
eZ and (n - w)i into the Taylor series). In order to identify the coefficient aii(>'), we use a
formal series of ey(n-w) with respect to n and substitute vi = g{i}(w). We obtain
G(z) = ~zn -z~ .(n-w)i~,e ~yl .J
11=0 n. i=O J.
00 zn
- L _e-zey(n-w) = exp (z(eY - 1) - wy)
n=O n!
Thus, we found an explicit series representation for the coefficients aU(>'), but in order
to recover the error term O(zfj-m-l), we must enter the realm of analysis. Unlike the
depoissonization discussed in Theorem 3, this is quite easy. Indeed, in [14, 15] we proved
that if a complex function g(z) = O(zfj) in a linear cone, then the jtk derivative g{j}(z) in
the cone can be bounded as g{j}(z) = O(zfj-i). From the above, we conclude that the error
term is
2m+lL am+IJ(>.)zmg{j}(w) = O(zfj-m-l)
;=0
as z --+ 00, since w = >.z.
Finally, we prove that aij = 0 for j < 2i. Let !(x,y) = exp (x(eY -1) - XV). Observe
that !(xy-2,y) is analytic at x = y = 0, hence its Laurent series expansion possesses only
terms like xiyi-2i with nonnegative powers leading to j 2': 2i for nonzero coefficients aii, as
desired. This proves the theorem.•




G(n) - ~nGI'I(n) + ~nG(3)(n) + ~n'G(4)(n) - ~nG(4)(n) - ~n'G(5)(n)-
2 3 8 4 6
-~n'GIGI(n) + ~nG(5)(n) + 13 n'GIGI(n) + ~n'G(7)(n) + _1_n'G(8)(n)_
48 5 72 24 384
-~nG(6)(n) _ lln'G(7)(n) _ 17 n'G(8)(n) _ ~n4G(9)(n) _ _ 1_n5G(IO)(n)
6 60 288 144 3840
+O(nP- 6 ) ,
G(z)
+
1 1 (1 1) (1 1)g(z) + -z9(2)(z) + -z9(3)(z) + -z + -z' 9(4)(z) + -z+ -z' 9(5)(z)
2 6 24 8 120 12
( 1 5 1) (1 1 1)-z+ _Z2+ _Z3 g{6}(Z) + --z+ _Z2 + _z3 g(7)(z)720 144 48 5040 90 48
12
++ ( _1_ z + .....!:2..- z2 + .!....- z3 + _1_ Z4) g(81(z)40320 5760 576 384
( 1 41, 137 3 1 <) ('I () O( P-6)362880 z + 60480 z + 25920 z + 288 z g z + z
for m = 6. The above expansion is obtained from (21) after setting w = z. o
As mentioned above, to recover the original 9n we must apply Theorem 3 which requires
the verification of conditions (I) and (0). We shall take care of condition (0) (and in fact of
condition (I), too) in the lemma below which can be considered our main new contribution
to the analytic depoissonization, and should find many of applications in other problems of
information theory.
Lemma 1 Let g(z) be an analytic continuation of a sequence 9n whose Poisson transform
is G(z), and such that g(z) = O(zl1) in a linear cone. Then, fOT some (Jo and for aillineur
cones So (8 < 80), there exists 0' < 1 and A > 0 such that
(23)
Proof: Let SOo be the linear cone for which the polynomial bound over g(z) holds. Let also
g-(s) be the Laplace transform of the function g(x) of a real variable x:
g"(8) = /,00 g(x)e-=dx
defined for !R(s) > O. It is well known that (d. [5]) the inverse Laplace transform of g-(s)
exists in !R(s) > 0 and one can write
1 ['+'00g(x) ~ -2. g"(8)e=ds
1ft IO-i=
with E: > O. In addition, g"'(s) is absolutely integrable on the line of the integration.
Observe now that the exponential generating function G(z) = G(z)eZ of g(n) can be
represented in terms of g-(s) as follows
00 zn = 1 rlO+i= zn
G(z) = =~ g(n) n! =E27l"i ilO-l= g-(s) exp(ns) n! ds
1 [10+1= 00 zn 1 [1O+i=
-. gO(s) Lexp(n8)-,d8 = -2. gO(s) exp (ze') d8
27l"z IO-ioo n=O n. 7l"Z 10-100
where the interchange of the integral and the summation is justifiable since both converge
in their domains of definition. Thus, the Poisson transform G(z) becomes
1 [10+1=G(z)eZ = _. g-(s)ee3z ds.
2nz E-ioo
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To take advantage of the above formula, we need an extension of the Laplace transform
of a real variable to a complex variable. Let g(z) be an analytical continuation of g(x) in a
cone So where e< eo. In Appendix A, we show that the inverse Laplace g·(s) of the function
g(z) (of complex z) exists in a bigger cone SO+tr/2 for all e < eo provided g(z) = O(zP) in
the cone SOo' More precisely:
y(z) ~.2., r y'(s)e"ds
2m lCe
where L, is a piece-linear curve that parallels the boundary of the cone SO+'IT/2 at distance
c. That is, in s = (x,y) coordinates, the curve C, can be described as
y = -sign(y)(x - e) tan(,.-/2 - e) ~ -sign(y)(x - e) cot e
where sign(y) is the sign function (Le., equal to 1 when y ~ 0 and -1 otherwise). We
also define LO which is a curve obtained from C, as c -+ 0, that is, having the description
y = -sign(y)xcot e. In view of the above, we can write (23) as
(24)
We can now upper bound G(z)eZ as follows
IG(z)e'l ~ 2- r ly'(s)lexp(!R(e'z))ds ~ 2- r ly'(s)lexp (!R(e'eiO)lzl) ds (25)
211" 1Ce 211" ICe
since for z i So we have cos(argz) ::; cose for 101 ::; 11"/2. To complete the proof, we show
that !R(eseiO ) < a for some a: < 1 and all s E CEo Provided it is true, we obtain immediately
IG(z)eZI ::; Aeo1zI for a < 1 where A = 2~ Icc Ig"'(s)lds.
We concentrate now on showing that !R(eSeiO ) < a < 1. We ~tudy the image Ie of L" over
the funcHon eS which is plotted in Figure 1. (In fad, in Figure 1 we assume°= 11"/6, and I"
with c = 0.1 has the following parametric description: (exp( -t/2+0.1) cos(±t), exp(-t/2+
0.1) sin(±t)).) When E: -+ 0, this image tends to the image Io of Co- Observe that I o is
contained in the unit disk, and the only common point of I o and the unit circle is at s = O.
Now, we rewrite (24) as follows:
G(z)eZ = ~ ( 9·(8) exp[eSeiarg(zllzl]ds .
2n 1Ce
The above expression is equivalent to applying to the image I, of LE a rotation by the angle
arg(z). Let us now fix an arbitrary 0 < (J < (Jo, and consider for a moment only the image Io
of LO' Observe that if one rotates the image Io by a non zero argument, then the new image





Figure 1: Image of Le with £ = 0.1 byes.
strictly greater than 0 mod 211"_ In fact, the real part will be smaller than 1- O«()2). Finally,
considering the image If: of £(;1 we easily can tunc up E: so that the real part of the rotated
images of L e remains smaller than some a such that 1- 0(02) < a < 1 for all arguments
greater than o. Thus, !R:(e.'leiO ) < a < 1, which completes the proof. •
3.3 Finishing the Derivations
Finally, we return to our original problem and compute the entropy expressed in (14) as
hn ~ -In(n!) - n(plnp + qlnq) + p-l (F(zp) + F(zq); n)
where F(AZ) = PUn; AZ) with), either equal to p or q. Tn the above,
In(n!) = fn ~ fin) ~ lnr(n + 1)
where r(z) is the Euler gamma function. Observe that we do not have an explicit formula
for Fez), so we must use Theorem 4 to obtain an asymptotic expansion of F(>,z). This is
needed to depoissonize F(>'z) by Theorem 3. Let g('\n) = p-l (F(>,z)jn). Then
hn = -lnr(n + 1) - n(plnp + q lnq) + g(pn) + g(qn),
and we must find asymptotic expansion of g(>.n).
Let us now concentrate on depoissonizing F(..\z), that is, finding asymptotic expansion
of g(..\n). From Stirling's formula we easily verify that F(z) = O(zlnz) in a cone around
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real axis, thus condition (I) of Theorem 3 holds. But, since also f(z) = O(zlnz), then by
Lemma 1 condition (0) is automatically verified. Therefore, (17) of Theorem 3 implies
yeAn) ~ exp(nln(1 + Au) - nAu) where u i = jiU)(An) .
The problem now reduces to the estimation of PU)().n). We, of course, shall use Theorem 4.
By (22) we have
jilk) (An) = (eY -I)' exp (nA(eY -I) - nAy)
Putting everything together, we finally obtain
where yi = fUI(An) .
yeAn) - exp(nln(1 + Au) - nAu) where ui = jiU)(An)
- L b;jni >J(eY - l)j exp (nA(eY - 1) - nAY) where yi = fW(h)
i,j~O
- cxp (nln(1 + A(e' -I» - nAy) where yi = fW(h). (26)
The reader should identify in (26) the function defined in (9) of Theorem 2, that is,
= =
exp (x log (I + A(eY -I)) - Axy) = L L c;,,(A)xiyk.
i=O k=2i
The first few terms of the above series are as follows:
I I
exp(x log(1 + A(e' - I)) - Axy) = I + ZA(I - A)xy' + GA(I - 3A + 2A')xy'
+ ~(A - 7A' + 12A' - 6A')xy' + !.(A' - 2A' + A')x'y' + D(y5)
24 8
Thus, the entropy hfl in terms of the function f(n) can be expressed as
hn - fen) + f(np) + f(nq) - n(plnp + qlnq)
= =
+ L L n i (C;,k(P)pi flk) (np) + C;,k(q)qi flk) (nq») .
i=l k=2i




Inr(z + I) = Inz + Inr(z),
dk ( 1)k-lk l
- d ,I'(z + I) = "Ik-ll(z + I) = "Ik-I)(z) + - k -.,
Z Z
where W(k)(z) is the kth derivative of the psi function (i,e., W(z) = r'(z)jr(z)). The last
equality of the above follows from the well-known property of the psi function, namely
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'l1(z + 1) = *(z) + liz (d. [ID. Using asymptotic series expansions of the gamma function
and the psi function we obtain (cf. [1])
J(z) ( 1) 1 ~ B2mZ+ '2 lnz - z'2 + ;;:1 2m(2m I)z2m 1
(k-l) (_I)k(k - 2)! (_I)k-l(k -I)!(2k -1)
q, (z + 1) ~ k 1 + 2 k
Z Z
(_ )k~B21(21+k-2)!
+ 1 ~ (2l)! Z21+k 1
for k ~ 2
where B n is the nth Bernoulli number defined as
00 zn Z
"B---L.J nn! - eZ-I'
n=:O .
Finally, substituting the above in (27), we obtain (8) of Theorem 2.
4 More Applications
(28)
In the previous section, we presented a detailed derivation of a full asymptotic expansion
for Shannon entropy of the binomial distribution. In fact, we did much more since we
provided a method based on analytic poissonization and depoissonization that allows to
derive asymptotic expansions for entropy-like sums. To convene this fact, we discuss below
two other examples, namely, the entropy evaluation of the negative binomial distribution
and the redundancy of "add-,B" rule (d. [20D.
4.1 The Entropy of the Negative Binomial Distribution
Let us consider the evaluation of the entropy of the the negative binomial distribution. One
must deal with a sum of the following form
n~O
where In is a sequence (e.g., In = In(n!)), and q = 1- p. Our goal is to find an equivalence
of (26) for the negative binomial distribution.
Let us define the exponential generating function of In as F(z) = L..n"20 fnzn In!, and
let F(z) = F(z)e- Z be its Poisson transform. Let also
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Observe that
gn = 1000 Gn(v)e-Udv ,





~ f ~~ t (k) (pvz)n(qv)k-n
/.:=0 k. n=O n
F(pzv + qv) = F(pzv + qv)ePzu+qu .
The last expression can be used to extract Gn(v) (through a depoissonization of F(pzv+
qv)), and ultimately gn by (29). Indeed, to accomplish this goal, we proceed formally as
follows: Note first that in our formal series approach
fi(z)e' = f z~ f(n) = f z~ f (n - ~jp)i f(j}(w/p)
n=O n, n=O n. j=O J.
00 zn 00 (n-w/p)i . ( w)
- L 1" L " 1/ = exp zeY - y-
11=0 n. j=O J. P
provided j(z) is an analytic continuation of j", Hence
( w) (eypv)n , IGn(v) = [zn] exp (pzv + qv)eY _ y_ = eque -yw pp n!
where [zn]j(z) is the coefficient of j(z) at zn. Finally,
9n =
where yi = f(jl(n/p) . (30)
In order to use (30) - which is the corresponding expansion to (26) - we only need




1 (q q2)f(n/p) + -n - + - f I21(n/p)2 p p2
( (
q q2 q3) 1 (q2 q3 q2))n - + - + - - _n2 - + - + - f13} (n/p) + O(n3fi'l(n/p).6p 2p 2 3p3 2 p2 p3 p3
The above leads to a full asymptotic expansion as long as the function j(z) has a polynomial
growth, as we assumed throughout this paper.
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4.2 The Redundancy of the "Add-,B" Rule
During the revision of our paper, Krichevskiy's analysis [20J of the redundancy of the "add-
fi" rule for predicting the (n + l)st symbol was published. The following function is studied
in [20],
F(n,f3,p) ~ f3 + npln(np) - np t;, (~)pkqn-k In(k + f3),
where 0 < p < 1 and fi is a constant. The author of [20] calls this function "rather
complicated", and approximates it by a simpler function (i.e., a Poisson approximation of
the binomial distribution). Using our approach, we can easily provide a full asymptotic
expansion of it. Indeed, let
gn = t (~)pkqn-' In(k + f3).
k::o:O




Let fez) = In(z + fi). As in Section 3, we immediately obtain
gn = L L C;j(p)nijU>(np)
i2::0 j2::2i
j(np) + L L C;j(p)nijU>(np)
i2::1 j2::2i
_ In(np + f3) - --'L + L a,(p;f3),
2np k2::2 n
where Cij(P) arc defined in (9), and uk(P,fi) are explicitly computable constants (in terms
of Cij(P)). In view of this, we finally obtain the following full asymptotic expansion for
Krichevskiy's function
q 1 ( (_I)kf3k+l)
F(n,f3,p) ~ 2 - L k pak+l(P,f3) + (k + I) k
k2:: 1 n p
where, as always, q = 1 - p.
5 Concluding Remarks
(31)
In this concluding remarks, we repeat the claim that the method proposed above may
indeed lead to a full asymptotic expansion for a large spectrum of entropy-like sums. More
precisely:
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Analytic poissonization and depoissonization methodology gives an unified frame-
work for determining a full asymptotic expansion of the following sum
I: (k.~ k)pt' ···p~gl(n)···gm(n) (32)
k 1 +"+km=n 1 m
where gi(Z) are analytical functions defined in a cone around the real axis with
polynomial growth (e.g. gdz) = ln3 r(z+l) or 9z(Z) = z2), and PI +.. '+Pm = l.
Indeed, via poissonization the above sum becomes G1(PtZ)" - Gm(Pmz) where Gi(Z) is the
Poisson transform of the sequence 9i(n). As long as 9i(n) have analytic continuations of
polynomial growths, we can estimate the Poisson transforms Gi(Z) by Theorem 4, and then
use the analytic depoissonization (cr. Theorem 3 and Lemma 1) to obtain the asymptotic
expansion up to any desired order of accuracy.
The foundation of the presented methodology is clearly rooted in complex analysis
while the problems solved are at the heart of information theory. This paper is a simple
and straightforward example of how analytic function theory are applicable to problems of
information theory leading to analytic information theory.
APPENDIX A: Laplace Transform of a Complex Variable
We want to extend the Laplace transform of a function g(x) of real x to a function g(z)
of complex z where g(z) is an analytic continuation of g(x) to a cone SOo for (Jo < 7r/2. We
expected to find such an extension in books (cf. [5] Chap. 11) but since we fail to provide
a definite reference, we include here a brief discussion.
First of all, if g(z) is an analytic continuation of g(x) in a cone SOo' then we can write
z = xeiO . When -80 ::; 8 ::; 8o, then z = xeiO sweeps the whole cone as 0 ::; x < 00. But,
one can ea<>ily find the Laplace transform of g(xeiO ). Indeed, for lR(s) > 0 we have:
e-i/ll'(e-iOs) = 1000 g(xeio)e-s:J:dx.
Secondly, we should observe that the plane of convergence (Le., Srr/2 for g"(s) of a
function g(x) of real x) extends to a bigger cone, namely: Srr/2+0 for any 8 < 80 provided
g(z) has a subexponential growth (e.g., polynomial growth) in the cone SOo' Indeed, let
g(z) = O(e<l"Z) for any () > O. Then, clearly the Laplace transform g"(s) is defined for all s
satisfying lR (seiO ) > 0, that is, for -11"/2 < arg(s) + 8 < 11"/2 where -80 ::; 8 ::; 80. Thus,
the Laplace transform g"(s) is defined the cone SOo+rr/2'
Finally, since g"(s) is analytic, then by Cauchy's theorem we can write the inverse
Laplace transform as follows:
g(x) = 21 . r g"(s)e'"ds ,11"~ J£
20
where £, is any curve inside SOo+r./2.
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